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PARAMETRIC AND NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICSParametri ModelsThere is little to learn from observing some random quantities X1; � � � ; Xn all drawn in-dependently from a known probability distribution �(A) = P[Xi 2 A℄; if we already knowthe measure �(dx) (possibly by knowing its density funtion, if �(A) = RA f(x) dx forsome nonnegative integrable density funtion f(x)) then no statistial problems remain.If we aren't ertain about f(x) (or, equivalently, about �(dx)), if we only knowit to be some member f�(x) from a family F = ff� : � 2 �g labeled by some pa-rameter � from an index set �, then we hope to learn something by observing Xn =(X1; � � � ; Xn)| perhaps to learn the index � (e.g. to estimate the mean and variane� = (�; �2), in a normal-distribution example), or learn more about the likely values ofa future observation Xn+1, or about some other quantity entirely that somehow dependson the unknown � 2 �.If we're very unimaginative about our unertainty, and are only willing to onsidera p-dimensional family of densities f�(x) suh as the usual parametri families (normal,Poisson, binomial, t, et.), then our ourse is lear: we'd start by alulating the likeli-hood funtion L(�) = L(� j Xn) � nYi=1 f�(Xi):How we proeed from here depends on our inferential paradigm (i.e. statistial religion)and on the problem we're trying to solve. Classial statistiians trying to estimate �would (usually) use the value �̂ that maximizes L(�), for example, and would then tryto ompute \standard errors" or derive \on�dene sets" to give a measure of how pre-isely � is determined by the observation of Xn; Bayesians faed with the same prob-lem would speify some prior probability distribution �(d�) on � or on F (tehniallya simple matter, sine � � R

p and we have the usual mahinery of probability densityfuntions, et. available on any subset of Eulidean spae), then base inferene on theposterior distribution �(d� j Xn) = L(� j Xn)�(d�)R L(�0 j Xn)�(d�0) ;the mean �� = R � �(d� j Xn) of this distribution might then serve as a point estimatefor �, for example, and its variane V[� ��Xn℄ = R j� � ��j2 �(d� j Xn) as a measure ofpreision.But what if we are not willing to postulate a \small" parametri family of probabilitydistributions ff�(x) dx j � 2 �g for Xi? No parametri model an be expeted to



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. Wolpertdesribe exatly the hane mehanism generating an observed data set, and unrealistifeatures of some ommon models (for example, the thin tails of the normal distributionwhen ompared to the distribution of observed data) an lead us to make unsatisfatoryinferenes. Is there a way we an let the data suggest the distribution of the Xi, withoutonstraining the hoie to a tiny part (i.e., a low-dimensional manifold) in F?Nonparametri ModelsThe formal desription above didn't make any use of the fat that � was \small"| and,indeed, nonparametri statistis (both Classial and Bayesian) an be approahed asroutine statistial analysis with a very large index set � for the possible distributionsof X| like1. \all" distributions �(dx), or2. all distributions with density funtions f(x), or3. all distributions with ontinuous density funtions f(x), or4. all distributions with symmetri unimodal density funtions f(x), et.Formally we an write a nonparametri \likelihood" funtion in these ases in the formL(f j Xn) � nYi=1 f(Xi); �now with the density funtion f as an argument instead of the parameter �; we an de-note by F the spae of all possible density funtions we're onsidering (L1(R) and C(R)for ases 2. and 3. above, for example). For ontinuously distributed observations Xmaximum-likelihood methods are now almost useless for the estimation problem, in thesense that � inreases to in�nity as we take a sequene of densities f(x) approahing theempirial distribution funtion, 1=n times the sum of unit point masses at eah of theobserved values Xi. For example, if Æ�(x) is the approximate identity Æ�(x) = 1=2� forjxj < �, and zero for jxj � �, then the approximate empirial densityf�(x) = 1n nXi=1 Æ�(x�Xi)satis�es L(f� j Xn) � Qni=1 f�(Xi) � (2n�)�n ! 1 as � ! 0, for any �xed n 2 N. Thusthe maximum likelihood is not attained for any distribution with a density funtion, andin some sense the MLE of the distribution of X is simply the empirial distributionf̂(x) = 1n nXi=1 Æ(x�Xi);where we use the unsubsripted Dira delta notation Æ(x � Xi) for the unit point massat Xi. This is also the lassial preditive distribution| after observing a sample ofPage 2



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. Wolpertsize n, we predit that the next observation is equally likely to take any of the previ-ous values Xi and that it annot take any new value. Clearly this seems nonsensial, forontinuously-distributed variables Xi (where repeated values are impossible), exept pos-sibly as an approximation in ase n is very large.A Brief Hope for an Easy Way OutIn the ase of disrete distributions (say, for integer-valued random variables Xi) the em-pirial distribution is still the MLE and the preditive distribution, but it is no longerdegenerate or partiularly ill-behaved. In general nonparametri methods work splen-didly when there isn't \too muh freedom" for the unertain distributions. Perhaps wean exploit that idea and simplify our models and our analysis by deliberately reduingthe level of detail with whih we model the distribution of Xi; for example, we might di-vide R up into a small number J (say, �ve) of disjoint \bins" R = SRj and only onernourselves with the J probabilities pj � P[Xi 2 Rj ℄, and only observe the oupanyounts Nj �Pi 1Rj (Xi) of the J bins. These ounts always have the multinomial distri-bution, and there are any number of ways of putting a prior probability distribution onthe J bin probabilities pj (subjet to the usual onstraints of pj � 0 and �j�Jpj = 1).While this an be a useful nonparametri mode of statistial analysis, it an be rit-iised on several points:1. The bins Rj must be hosen before observing the data, and the hoie is ritial|we will learn very little from the data if the bin probabilities are too lose to zeroor one, and whatever we learn will be of little use if the bins are too wide or don't�t in well with the deision or estimation problem we fae. If we look at the databefore seleting bins, the multinomial distribution no longer governs our bin ounts.2. Exept for a few speial probability distributions (e.g. the dirihlet), it is not possi-ble to reonile prior distributions for two di�erent bin seletions| so our inferenean never be independent of the apparently arbitrary hoie of bins, and with mostfamilies of probability distributions on the fpjg we annot even re�ne our bin hoieand stay within the family.3. It ignores some features of the data (by reduing the observations to bin ounts)and hene must lose some eÆieny.4. It's not very elegent or appealing.Now let's look at an alternative| doing nonparametri Bayesian analysis by using thetools of stohasti proesses to study random funtions f�(x) and measures ��(dx) asprior distributions. While historially stohasti proesses were introdued and studiedin order to model time-dependent random phenomena (stok pries, gamblers' fortunes,population sizes, projetile trajetories, et.) there is no reason we an't use the sametheory in a new arena| Bayesian nonparametri statistial analysis.Page 3



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertNONPARAMETRIC BAYESIAN STATISTICSUnertain FuntionsWe all know that Bayesians express unertainty about a �nite-dimensional parameter� 2 R
p using a \prior" probability measure �(d�), often one with a density funtion �(�)for Lebesgue measure d�. But how an Bayesian statistiians express unertainty abouta funtion of one or more variables? The problem omes up all the time| for example,1. EstimationWhen we observe iid random variables Xi we're unertain about their density funtionXi � f(x)(though we might believe or pretend that they ome from some standard distributionlike the normal or exponential, so that we're only unertain about a �nite-dimensionalparameter � = (�; �2) or � = 1=�).2. RegressionWhen we observe regression data (Xi; Yi) we're unertain about the regression funtionE[Yi j Xi℄ = G(Xi);though we might believe or pretend that G(x) (or its derivative g(x) = G0(x)) has somestandard form like G(x) = �+ x� (or g(x) = �), for normal data Yi � N�G(Xi); �2�, or,for (normalized) binomial data Yi � Bi�Ni; G(Xi)�=Ni, the probit G(x) = �(�+ x�) (org(x) = ��(�+ x�)) or logit G(x) = e�+x�1+e�+x� funtions with �nite-dimensional parameters� = (�; �)).3. SurvivalWhen we observe survival data Ti and explanatory data Xi we're unertain about thesurvival funtion S(t; x) = P[Ti > t j Xi℄ or its negative logarithm the umulative Hazardfuntion H(t; x) = � logS(t; x), soP[Ti > t j Xi℄ = e�H(t;Xi);though we might believe or pretend that the hazard has some simple parametri formlike the proportional-hazard exponential model H(t; x) = t[� + x�℄, so we're only uner-tain about a parameter vetor �.When we are willing to use a spei� parametri model and limit our attention tofuntions in some �nite-dimensional set f 2 F = ff� : � 2 �g, we an use the usualstatistial methods (density funtions, et.) to onstrut prior probability distributionson the �nite-dimensional set �. Page 4



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertWhat if we're not willing to use suh a model? Most experimental data featuremore outliers and more widely-distributed observations than would be onsistent witha normal-distribution model; if we're unertain how muh \fatter" the tails must be,then perhaps we should use a model in whih the form of the CDF F (x) or PDF f(x) =F 0(x) isn't spei�ed at all. Seldom are there good reasons for prefering a probit modelto a logit, or visa-versa; perhaps we should \let the data determine the model" withoutspeifying a spei� funtional form for the binomial regression funtion G(Xi). Perhapsumulative hazard funtion H(x; t) (or its derivative h(x; t) = ��tH(x; t), the so-alledinstantaneous hazard funtion) should be unspei�ed too. In any of these ases we'releft with the problem of speifying probability distributions for a random funtion f(x),g(x), or h(x; t).Stohasti ProessesA stohasti proess is just a olletion of random variables, all de�ned on the sameprobability spae (
;F;P). If we index the olletion by elements t of some set T , anddenote the proess by X = fXt(!) : t 2 T g, we an regard the proess either as1. a family of real-valued random variables ! ! Xt = Xt(!), indexed by t 2 T , or2. a random funtion t! Xt = Xt(!) 2 F , indexed by ! 2 
.With the �rst interpretation we an think of a stohasti proess as a family of randomvariables whose probability distributions are somehow related; with the seond, we anthink of it as a single random variable taking values in an in�nite-dimensional funtionspae F| so Stohasti Proesses beomes simply the study of in�nite-dimensionalprobability theory, and Bayesian Nonparametris beomes simply ordinary Bayesiananalysis with an in�nite-dimensional parameter spae �.A Bayesian nonparametri approah to the three statistial problems introduedabove (estimation, regression, and survival analysis) an begin with a desription of theprior probability distribution for the stohasti proesses f(x), g(x), or h(x; t), respe-tively, or (more-or-less equivalently) for their integrated forms F (x), G(x), or H(x; t).We've already begun to look at the �rst problem (estimation) using Dirihlet Pro-ess prior distribution for F (x). This approah made omputations very simple, sinethe distribution is onjugate for binomial sampling, but had at least two disadvantages:the distribution F (x) was almost surely singular (so the density funtion f(x) = F 0(x)doesn't even exist, exept as a sum of point masses or Dira \delta funtions" Æ(x� �i)),and the inrements [F (x+ �)� F (x)℄ were all negatively orrelated, making it impossibleto express prior belief that the distribution was unimodal or was \lose" to a distribu-tion with ontinuous density funtion. It's possible to use the Dirihlet Proess priors(or lose relatives) for the other two problems, too, and it's possible to modify the ap-proah in ad-ho ways to avoid these two problems| for example, to pass to mixtures ofDirihlets. Page 5



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertOn the other hand, maybe we an take advantage of the huge amount of work thatothers have already done onstruting and studying lasses of stohasti proesses. Theirwork may have been motivated by ompletely di�erent problems (usually modeling time-varying phenomena, like stok pries or eletrial voltages) but some of the tools they'vedeveloped an be useful starting plaes for us as we explore nonparametri Bayesianstatistis, using stohasti proesses for prior distributions.Some Examples of Stohasti ProessesA few familiar examples of stohasti proesses inlude1. Random Walks, Xt+1 = Xt � 1 with probabilities p and 1� p, respetively;2. Markov hains, with P[Xt+1 = j j Xt = i℄ = Pij for some �xed matrix Pij , ondi-tionally independent of fXu : u < tg;3. Poisson Proesses, with [Xt+s �Xt℄ � Poi(�s) and independent of fXu : u � tg;4. Gaussian proesses, with spei�ed mean and ovariane funtions �t = E[Xt℄ andst = E[(Xs � �s)(Xt � �t)℄;5. Brownian motion with drift Xt = � + �t + �!t, with the ontinuous-path Wienerproess !t satisfying !0 = 0 and [!t+s � !t℄ � N(0; s) independent of f!u : u � tg;6. Stationary Independent-Inrement (SII) Proesses, with harateristi funtions (bythe L�evy-Khinhine formula) E[ei�Xt ℄ = ei�x0+it�m�t �2�22 +tR
R

�ei�u�1� �(du) for someinitial value x0, drift m, di�usion onstant �2, and jump rate (\L�evy measure") �;7. Di�usion proesses, with Xt+� = Xt + �t(Xt) �+ �t(Xt)[!t+��!t℄ + o(�).Positive Proesses, Inreasing Proesses, et.This list is neither exlusive (Brownian motion, for example, is also a Gaussian proess,an SII proess, and a di�usion) nor exhaustive, but it suggests a few lasses of proessesthat might prove useful to us, either in themselves or as building bloks. For example,regression funtions are often taken to be monotoni (higher toxi doses seldom lead tolower probabilities of death) and PDF's and CDF's are always taken to be non-negativeand inreasing, respetively, so some of the proesses listed above| Gaussian proesses(whih neessarily take on any values from �1 to +1, and whih are typially notmonotoni), for example| an't be used diretly for either of those purposes. Of ourseeXt > 0 if Xt 2 R, however, and both Yt = R t0 eXs ds and Zt � Yt=(1 + Yt) are inreasing,so we an still onstrut suitable proesses from any of the lasses listed above.First let's exploit what the traditional approah to Stohasti Proesses has to sayabout the Dirihlet proess and its variants, and gain further insight into their use innonparametri Bayesian statistis. Page 6



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertGamma ProessPreliminaries: Gamma, Beta, and Dirihlet DistributionsIf �i � 0 and Xi � Ga(�i; 1) for i = 1; 2; :::; k, then a routine omputation shows thatS � X1+� � �+Xk and Y = [Y1; : : : ; Yk℄ with Yi � Xi=S are independent random variableswith the Ga(�i�i; 1) and Dir(�1; : : : ; �k) distributions, respetively; in partiular, fork = 2, the onditional distribution of X1, given S � X1 + X2, is that of S times anindependent Be(�1; �2) variable. We will need this for �1 = �2 = 1=2n.First Constrution of the Gamma and Dirihlet ProessesIn this setion we will onstrut both Gamma Proess and Dirihlet Proess prior dis-tributions. We will use the mnemoni notation G� and D� (respetively) both for theGamma and Dirihlet random measures G�(E) and D�(E) and for the Stieltjes fun-tions G�(x) = G��(0; x℄� and D�(x) = D��(�1; x℄� that determine the random mea-sures; note that the Gamma proess is well-de�ned even for in�nite measures while theDirihlet proess is not, so by onvention the Stieltjes funtions are normalized so thatG�(0) = 0 = D�(�1). Neither measure has a density funtion (the random CDF'sG�(x) and D�(x) are nowhere di�erentiable) so we are fored to onsider random mea-sures or CDF's, and not PDF's. First we onstrut the Gamma proess.Let � be any �-�nite positive measure on the spae (X ;B) (maybe the real line)and let (
;F;P) be a probability spae; the Gamma Proess with mean � is a randommeasure G� : B � 
! R whih assigns independent Gamma random variables G�(�i) ��(�i; 1) to disjoint sets �i 2 B whose measure �i = �(�i) is �nite. Here is an expliitonstrution of G� for X = R, initially for Lebesgue measure and then for any �-�nite �.We begin by de�ning Xt for integers t 2 Z, then proeed indutively for dyadi rationalsof the form t = i=2n (separately for odd and even i), and �nally de�ne Xt for irrational tby right-ontinuity.Let Uni be a doubly-indexed independent family of random variables with the Betadistribution Be( 12n ; 12n ), for n 2 N and i 2 Z; the U0i are independent with uniform dis-tributions (so eah � log(U0j ) will have the exponential or Ga(1; 1) distribution), the U1ihave the Be(1=2; 1=2), et. De�ne a random sequene x0i for all (not just positive) integersi 2 Z by x0i = 8<:Pij=1� log(U0j ) for 0 < i 2 Z,0 for 0 = i 2 Z, andP�1j=i log(U0j ) for 0 > i 2 Z.For suessive n � 0 de�ne sequenes xn+1i by:xn+1i = �xnj if i = 2j is even, andxnj + �xnj+1 � xnj �Un+1i if i = 2j + 1 is odd.Page 7



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertSetting Xt � xni for t = i=2n de�nes a proess Xt for all dyadi rational t; by indu-tion, all the inrements [Xt�Xs℄ are independent with the Ga(t�s; 1) distribution. Theproess Xt is nonnegative and nondereasing, so we an extend the de�nition to all of Rby right-ontinuity: Xt � inf[xni : t � i=2n℄. For both rational and irrational s < t, theinrements [Xt � Xs℄ are independent with the Gamma ��(t � s); 1� distributions, andhene with �nite means E[Xt�Xs℄ = (t�s) and varianes V[Xt�Xs℄ = (t�s). Sine Xthas stationary, independent inrements, the disussion of SII proesses starting on page6 will show that the proess Xt does not have ontinuous sample paths| in fat, it hasin�nitely many jumps in every open interval (t; t+ �) almost surely!For any t 2 R and � > 0 the inrement � := [Xt+� � Xt℄ of the standard Gammaproess onstruted above has mean E� = � and variane V� = �; for future use note� � Ga(�; 1) has pth moment E[�p℄ = �(p + �)=�(�) for p+� > 0 and in partiular, as�! 0, satis�es EjXt+� �Xtj4 = �(�+ 4)=�(�) = 6�+ O(�2):For any �-�nite measure � on R, de�ne a right-ontinuous funtion by�t = 8<: ��(0; t℄� if t > 0,0 if t = 0, and���(t; 0℄� if t < 0,so ��(s; t℄� = �t � �s for all �1 < s < t < 1. Now de�ne a random measure G� bysetting G��(s; t℄� = X�t �X�son intervals, for the standard Gamma proess Xt de�ned above. Extend by additivityto the �eld generated by the half-open intervals (s; t℄, and by ontinuity to all Borel setswith �nite �-measure, upon noting thatEG��(s; t℄� = [�t � �s℄ = ��(s; t℄�VG��(s; t℄� = [�t � �s℄ = ��(s; t℄�;so (by L2 ontinuity) E[G�(B)℄ = V[G�(B)℄ = �(B) for all B 2 B with �(B) < 1.The SII setion will show that, almost surely, G� is a disrete measure onentrated on a(random) ountable set of points �i(!).
Page 8



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertThe Dirihlet ProessNow let � be a �nite nonnegative measure on (X ;B) and let G�(dx) be a Gamma pro-ess random measure with mean E[G�(dx)℄ = �(dx); sine �(R) < 1, G�(R) is a well-de�ned random variable and we an onstrutD�(A) = G�(A)G�(R)for all A 2 B. Eah random variable D�(A) has a Beta Be��(A); �(A)� distribution,and for any partition �i of X into n disjoint measurable sets, the n-variate random vari-ables Xi = D�(�i) have the Dirihlet Dir(�1; � � � ; �n) distribution with parameters�i = �(�i). Just as the Gamma proess G� was almost-surely onentrated on a ount-able set of points �i, so too is the Dirihlet proess D�... in fat, it is the same set f�ig!The Dirihlet too proess is, almost surely, a disrete distribution.The Dirihlet Proess is an important example, beause of its use in nonparametriBayesian statistis. The prinipal result is this:Theorem. Let D � DP(�o) for some �nite measure �o and let X1; X2; : : : ; Xn be in-dependent observations all with distribution D(!). Then, onditional on X1; : : : ; Xn,D � DP(�n) for the measure �n(dx) = �o(dx) +Pni=1 Æ(x�Xi) dx equal to �o(dx) plusa unit point mass at eah observed Xi.Corollary. Under the same onditions, the preditive distribution for Xn+1 assignsmass 1n+�(R) to x = Xi for eah 1 � i � n and the rest of the mass �(R)n+�(R) to the priormean, �(dx)�(R) .Note that, from the orollary, the probability of a tie among the �rst n variables is atleast 1� nYi=1� �(R)�(R) + i� 1� = 1� �(R)n���(R)����(R) + n� ;arbitrarily lose to 1 for large enough n (it exeeds nn+�(R) for n � 3); if the Xi \really"ome from any ontinuous distribution, and are observed without round-o�, no ties willbe observed no matter how large n might be. This fat has an alarming onsequene: iff(x) is any density at all and � > 0, the posterior for a Bayesian prior giving probability� to f(x) dx and 1�� to D� � DP(�o) will eventually be onentrated on f(x). Thisproves that Bayesian analysis an be inonsistent. See me for more referenes if you'reinterested in this point.Similar Constrution for Other DistributionsPage 9



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. WolpertPath Disontinuity and SII ProessesThe Gamma proess Gt with Lebesgue mean measure �(dt) = dt has independent in-rements [Gt � Gs℄ whose distribution (Ga(t�s; 1)) depends only on t�s; suh proessesare said to have Stationary Independent Inrements, or to be SII proesses. A elebratedtheorem of L�evy and Khinhine asserts that every SII proess Xt has a harateristifuntion of the form: E[ei�Xt ℄ = ei�x0+it�m�t �2�22 +tR
R

�ei�u�1� �(du)for some initial value x0, drift m, di�usion onstant �2, and jump rate (\L�evy measure")�. The theorem is important beause it shows exatly what the sample paths of everySII proess looks like:1. a linear funtion x0 +mt, plus2. a Brownian motion �!t, plus3. a generalized Poisson proess that takes jumps of sizes [Xs�Xs�℄ = u 2 E atrate �(E) for eah measurable set E � R.The total jump rate �(R) need not be �nite, if � satis�es R
R
[1 ^ juj℄�(du) < 1; it's OKto have in�nitely many tiny jumps so long as they're small enough to (almost surely)have a �nite sum. If �(R) < 1 then we an interpret the proess as one with exponen-tially distributed waiting times (with means 1�(R) ) between suessive jumps, whose sizesare random with probability distribution �(du)=�(R). With a little more work it's possi-ble to make sense of proesses with jump measures satisfying only the weaker onditionR [1 ^ u2℄�(du) < 1, but the argument gets more subtle. Ask if you'd like details orreferenes.Brownian motion with drift Xt = � + �t + �!t, for example, has harateristifuntion E[ei�Xt ℄ = Z

R

ei�(�+�t+�x) e�x2=2tp2�t dx= ei��+it���t�2�2=2;orresponding to x0 = �, m = �, �2 = �2, and �(du) � 0 so X(t) has ontinuous pathswith no jumps at all; a standard Poisson proess N(t) has harateristi funtionE[ei�Nt ℄ = 1Xk=0 ei�k e�t tkk!= et(ei��1);orresponding to x0 = 0, m = 0, �2 = 0, and �(du) = Æ(u � 1) du, so N(t) has no driftor \Brownian" part but has jumps of size u = 1 at rate �(f1g) = 1. Any SII proess anPage 10



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. Wolpertbe written as the sum of Brownian motion with drift and an independent generalizedPoisson Proess. In partiular, its paths will be ontinuous if and only if it is Brownian(i.e., � � 0), and otherwise its only path disontinuities will be jumps whose rate we an�nd by identifying the L�evy measure �.For example, the harateristi funtion of the standard Gamma Proess Gt �Ga(t; 1) is E[ei�Gt ℄ = (1 � i�)�t; it has no drift or di�usion part, and has L�evy measure�(du) satisfying �t log(1� i�) = t Z
R

�eiu� � 1� �(du)or, after di�erentiating with respet to � and dividing by it,11� i� = Z
R

ueiu� �(du)But R10 e�u(1�i�)du = (1 � i�)�1, so e�u(1�i�)1(0;1)(u) du must be u eiu� �(du) and we�nd �(du) = 1(0;1)(u)u�1e�u du:This is not a �nite measure, so the Gamma proess jumps in�nitely often in every timeinterval; the rate of jumps bigger than � is E1(�) = R1� e�u=u du, �nite for every � > 0(it's alled the \exponential integral funtion"; see Abramowitz and Stegun p.218), andthe mean sum of all jumps in time t is t R10 ue�u=u du = t, while the number of suhjumps in time t that exeed � in size has the Poisson Poi(E1(�) t) distribution. Thus theGamma proess and Dirihlet proess priors both are onentrated on disrete measuressupported on ountably many points. It's not hard to �nd the joint distribution of thesizes and loations of all the jumps of the Dirihlet proess Xt in any time interval, lead-ing to another expliit onstrution; here's a sketh, you an ask me for details, morehints, or referenes.Another ConstrutionLet � be a �nite measure on R and let fUig and f�ig be independent families of IID ran-dom variables with the Be�1; �(R)� and �(dx)=�(R) distributions, respetively, and letS � Ga��(R); 1� have a standard Gamma distribution. For n 2 N, set J1 = U1 andJn = Un �(1�Un�1) � � � (1�U1) = Un[1�Pi<n Ji℄. Then one an show that 1 �Pn<1 Jnand thatD�(dx) = 1Xn=1 JnÆ(x� �n) dx and G�(dx) = 1Xn=1S JnÆ(x� �n) dxdetermine Dirihlet Proess and Gamma Proess priors, respetively, both with param-eter �. The \jumps" Jn are the sizes of the Dirihlet's point masses at sites Xn. NotePage 11



Spring 2014 STA 961: Statistial Stohasti Proesses R. L. Wolpertthat they are not given in dereasing order by this onstrution (due to Sethuraman andTiwari), although another (more ompliated) onstrution will give the largest jumps�rst| for example, the biggest jump S J t(1) during time (0; t℄ for the Gamma proess hasCDF P[S J t(1) � x℄ = e�tE1(x)and onsequently PDF S J t(1) � f t(1)(x) = txe�x�tE1(x) for 0 < x <1.ExamplesNeed nie examples from estimation, regression, and survival, using variations on Gaus-sian proesses, Dirihlet proesses and their mixtures, and di�usions. Volunteers?
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